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Around the world major percentage of the dental patients are the children, which is very unfortunate.
Basically, the children have the great attractions towards the sweets and the chocolates. In general,
most of the children are not willing to brush their teeth at all. So let me tell you some of the important
facts about the oral hygiene and the dental care.

** A toothbrush is able to eradicate the 'plaque bacteria', which can cause the tooth decay. One
thing should be noted that the toothbrush should be of small head and soft-bristled that is specially
designed for the babies. You should use the brush at least once (preferably after the bed-time) in a
day to your child.

** It seems some people are not concerned about the importance of the  child dentist . Now one
thing should be remembered that the 'first teeth' or the baby teeth assist the children to learn to
speak clearly. Now, it also assists the children to grow the habit of natural chewing

Now if this happens every other blue moon, there is no real need to be concerned. If this happens
on a more consistent basis, then the outer layer of the tooth can become damaged. The teeth in the
far back of the mouth will be most affected and the inside surfaces close to the tongue.

There are three things that should concern you if your child has dental problems due to acid reflux:

* Bad Breath - When your child coughs up or regurgitates stomach acid, the contents into the mouth
may lead to bad breath.

* Cavities - The dentist may notice a pattern of cavities, especially in the back of the mouth and
inside surfaces of the teeth.

* Tooth Enamel Erosion - When the protective layer of enamel is damaged, your teeth can become
sensitive to foods, liquids and temperatures. This can make daily brushing and oral care pretty
uncomfortable for your child.

It is no longer uncommon to perform bone augmentation in order to provide patients with optimum
dental care. In the Philippines, bone augmentation or sinus lifting is a procedure masterfully done by
experienced Pinoy dentists in order to create a stable platform where dental implants can be fitted.
Sinus lifting in particular which is a procedure in bone augmentation, is one of the treatments offered
by Philippine dental tourism wherein local and foreign patients can enjoy the benefits of great dental
care plus restful recovery period and vacation.

One of the benefits that dental veneers and laminates provide is permanent change in teeth color.
The material is made of porcelain which is virtually resistant to stain. The porcelain veneer's color is
white as well giving dark and stained  sinus lift ! a renewed natural brilliance and light color. Veneers
are also stronger compared to bonding and are well tolerated by the gums preventing any possibility
of sensitivity or oral thrushes

Many people who have lost teeth in their upper jaw predominantly the back teeth, or molars and do
not have sufficient bone for implants to be placed. This is mainly due to the anatomy of the skull; the
back of the upper jaw has less bone than the lower jaw. In many people bone may have been
missing because of periodontal or gum disease.
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Many a times tooth loss leads to a bone loss as well. Once teeth are gone, bone begins to be
reabsorbed, that is the bone is absorbed back into the body. After the teeth have been missing for a
long time, there is not enough bone left to place implants
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Pitter James - About Author:
For more information on a   child dentist , check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a  sinus lift !
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